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1.

Introduction

The bracing system in a multi--story building frame is designed to serve'
three specific fractions:
1) to prevent overall frame buckling under gravity
load, 2) to resist story shear when the frame is subjecte'd to combined gravity
and lateral loads, and 3) to control late'ral de£lec·tion (or dr1.ft) of the frame
(1). Approximate methods for selecting bracing sizes are available in the literature (1,2,3) and are used in design practice. In these methods, it is gener-

ally assumed that the ~rame itself resist only the gravity load and that the
bracing system is required to carryall the shear existing in a given story.
No interaction between the frame and -the bracing system is considered.
At low levels of applied loads, the frame would usually remain elastic and
the interaction problem can be examined by using any conventional method of
structural analysis. In a tall building frame, however·, the presence of· the

secondary moment (or P-6 moment) may cause the structure to respond non-linearly
and a second-order analysis is required in order to determine the exact manner'
of interaction. The complexity of the interaction problem increases at high
load levels when the frame becomes partia11y.yielded. Any yieldirig in the
frame tends to reduce its overall stiffness. A change in the distribution,. of .
the story shear between the frame and, the bracing system will take place.

Ari analytical and experimental study has been carried out to investigate
the interaction pr9b~em in low multi-story steel buildings. The study considers
the behavior of diagonally braced frames in the elastic and elastic-plastic
range and up to the maximum load. This discussion is a brief summary of the
experimental program and the re,sults obtained from two frame tests. Some ana~
lytical results related to the· test frames ·are,also included.
2.

Test Frames and Loading Program

The frqrnes tested in the experimental study are full size three-story, twobay welded frames fabricated from rol1ed.wide-flange shapes. A total of four
frames were tested, two of which were loaded by gravity load~ ,only (Frame I and
2). The remaining two (Frames 3 and 4) wer.~subjec:tedtocombinedgravity and
;

"

lateral loads. The description presented here in' pert~'ins orily .,to·' the frame s.
The frames we~e designed by the plastic metlJ.od· (1), with the gi·rders·proportioned
for 1.7 times the working dead and live loads. Figure, 1 .shows' the member' 'sizes ,.
exterior and interior connections, and the fixed base details
the test .frames.
Theoretically speaking, all structural components (girders. and columns) in .the .
frames designed "by this me thad would reac'h their maximum capacity at the' same,,'
load. However, because of variation, of cross 'sect,ional and material properties,
it was not possible to exactly achieve. this condition in all the tests. Nevertheless, based on handbook' section 'properties and a uniform yield stress of 36
ks i, (min~mum specified yie Id' stress of A36· steel) for' all members, the design
shown in Fig. 1 was closely balanced.
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The diagonal bracing was designed as a tension system and the cross sectional area was determined to meet certain drift limitation." Because of clearances the bracing could not be placed in the plane of. the frame. The total
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FIG. 1

TEST SPECIMENS

bracing area (1.57 sq. in.) w~s supplied by two, i-in. diameter rods (slender~
ness ratio of 1520) .. One rod was placed on-each side of the frame so 'that the
resultant force would act in the plane of, ~he' frame. The bracing was prestressed before the testing operation to remove the· sag and to. offset slackening
due to column shortening during testing. A detailed description of the fixtures
used to attach the bracing to the frame' and of th,e general test setup. can be
found elsewhere (4,5)._
.
Although a pair of diagonal braces was provided in each story" only one was
effective in resisting the story shear. This is because" the slender· braces· used
could sustain only a small compressive force'.,. However ,-.th'e "compression" brace·"
in the test frame was ·made partially e,ffective by the ,prestressing' operation. A,
residual tensile force was present in all·, the ,.. braces.af,ter prestressing. Whenlateral loads were applied to the frame, both_ the tension brace and· the compres&'"
sion brace would resist the loads provided that the net force in the compression
brace was tensile. The compression brace eventually became ine£f~c~ive when the
net force changed to compression.
A checkerboard pattern of, live loads wa~ .used in testing Frame ·3. The loading pattern· tends to produce ,a more critical· .bendingtnoment condi tian (single
curvature) in the interior columns. Frame 4· 'was tested: with full 'gravity loads'
on all the girders. The loading conditions at the ultimate load, of the two

frames are shown in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2

LOADING COND·ITION AT ULTIMATE' LOAD

The ~oading program that was followed in testing Frame 3 consisted of four
phases (Fig. 3):
Phase I

Dead load on all the girders.

The applied loads on the first

~nd second floor girders increased from zero to 13.6 kips.

:Phase II

Ch,e~kerboard live load.
The loads on the girders of alternate
bays increased from 13.6 kips to 27.8· kips.

Phase III

Wind load up to 4.5 kips applied at eac.h floor leve·l. All
gravity loads were maintained at 13.6 kips or 27.8 kips.

Phase IV

Proportional increase of gravity and wind loads. At the end of
Phase III, the loads had the approximat.e proportions shown in
Figo 2. These proportions were maintained until a maximum ,of
gravity load of. 35.4 kips was reached in the heavily loaded
girders. At this load, the girders failed due 'to the formation
of plastic mechanism.

The loads of 13.6 kips, 27.8 kips and 4.5 kips represent, respectively, the factored (load factor = 1.30) dead load, dead plus live load, and wind load.
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FIG. 3 LOADING PROGRAM FOR FRAME 3
For Frame 4, the load proportions shown in Fig. 2 were maintained throughout the test. The maximum girder load attained was 36.2 kips.
3.

Theoretical Interaction in the Elastic Range
...

.:,.

As ,elastic analysis of the test frames was pe:tfonned, 'tc'- detennine the theoretical interac-tion between the frame and the brac·ing sy.stem: t1t, . low levels' of
the applied load. In genera:l th~ amount, of late:ral l.oa.d the, frame resi'~"ts de'... "
pends on its stiffness relative to the br~cing· s~iffness. The~riteraction.o£.
the test frame and various bracing sizes is illustr'ated in Fig .. 4. The solid'
line on the right side shows the manner in which the tqtal story;shear is distributed between the frame and the bracing., For thepottom, f?tory, the "sum ~f
the frame shear and bracing shear must always equ~l 3.0 kips (neglecting any

shear existing in the story induced ,by the secondarY,moment). Since the J:rame
stiffness is assumed to remain const~nt, the theoretical interaction for various
bracing areas will be a straight line. If the bracing is infinitely stiff, it
will resist all the shear and 'the drift index IJ./h will be zero. (point a). On
the other hand, if ~he stiffness of the bracing is zero, then "the frame will
carryall the shear.

In 'this case the. frame is completely unbraced, a-nd its

6./h, is equal to 0.0012 (point b).

A straight line connecting these two points

defines the frame bracing interaction. The solid curve in the left portion of
Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the bracing area furnished and the resulting deflection of. the frame. This curve is constructed by using the information(bracing shear and story deflection) given in the right portion of the
figure. The dashed curve is based on the assumption that only the bracing resists the story shear.
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FIG. 4 THEORETICAL ELASTIC INTERACTION
The interaction between the frame and the bracing will change as soon as
yielding takes place in the frame. The analysis 'presented above m~st be modified because of the 'reduction of frame stiffness caused by yielding. It is,
therefore, necessary to know the locations of the plastic hinges before performing the analysis.

4.

'

Experimental Results

Frame 3 - Lateral- Loading Program (Phase III): .As explained in Section 2,
the lateral loads
Frame 3 were applied after ~ checkerboard pattern of factored gravity lqads had been placed on .the girders. The gravity lo.ad factor
used was 1.30. Since the frame was desig£.led for li· load ..factor'. of-l'. 70, no. plastic mechanism was expected to form· in any 'of the girders at the· beginning 'of. the
lateral loading program. ,There was, however, yielding ,in several 'parts of -the'
heavily loaded girders near the. interior~olumns. One plastic hi~ge formed.in

in

the first floor girder at a short distance away from· 'the interior connection'.
Figure 5 shows the she ar s deve lope d in the C 01 umns and the' br ac ing in the
along with the total applied wind shear and the 'secondary shear
caused by P-6, moment. The bracing did not resist ,all the .applied shear because
bott~m story
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FIG. 5 RESULTS OF FRAME 3 TEST
(LATERAL LOADING)

of the frame resistance. The theoretical shears carried by the frame and the
bracing are shown by the dqtted curves, and the theory shows excellent with the
test results. The theory considers the effect of yielded zones developed during
the application of the gravity loads. The calculations show- that the frame
stiffness is reduced about 25% by yielding. This reduced the contribution of
the frame in resisting story shear from 14% (elastic frame) to 12% when all
braces are in tens ion. Point a in Fig. 5 denotes the points at which the 1'compression" brace goes int-o compression,and the frame} resistance increases to 22%.
Frame 3 - Proportional Loading Program (Phase:IV):. The final loading phase
was the application of loads in, the proportions shown in Fig. 2. The applied
wind shear with the corresponding shears in the columns. and the bracing for the
bottom story are shown in Fig. 6. The p-~ shear at maximum load amounts to.
about 9% of the total wind shear. The shear in the bracing is greater than the
combined wind and p-~ shears'even though the frame should carry 22% of the ,total
shear as observed previously. This is caused by the large shears produced by
the gravity loads due to the formation ofplast·1c hinge_s in the frame.
As plastic hinges form in an unsymmetrical manner, the frame becomes un-'
symmetrical and even symmetrical gravity loads will cause shear in each story.
Figure 7 ~hows how the shear in the bottom ,s.tory is iucre.ased as plastic "hinges
form due to the checkerboard' gravity loads. The results are derived for a
frame with an infinitely stiff brace (no sidesway). ,The test- frame corresponds
to case (c) at the start of ,the proportional loading. 'The theoretical shear
produced is 6.96 times greater t,han ,the s~e'ar in the "e las tic frame.. The shear .

due to the gravity loads' corresponding to case (c) is sh'own in Fig. 6 added to
the effects of wind ~nd P-~. The gravity load shear amounts to 37% of the wind
shear applied during the proportional loading phase.
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Frame 4 - Proportional Loading: The frame was tested under proportionally
increasing gravity _~Q~d~~nd wind shear (Fig'~.~ .~). Because gravity loads were
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b
applied s~trically to all the girders the plastic hinge pattern developed in
the frame was also symmetrical. The shear' caused by the gravity loads was negligibly small. The results of this test, as shown in Fig. 8, are similar'to
those obtained from Phase III of the previous test.
5.

Conclusions

Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions may' be drawn
with regard to frame -bracing interaction in low multi-story buildings: "
1
'The use of diagonal bracing isa very effective way to control drift
and the reduce in,stability effect (p.• £\ moment)-.
0

2. The amount of total story shear carried b'y 'the frame is significant
(amounting to 20 to 30% of the total shear for the ,test frames) •

,3. In the elastic range, the distribution of story shear between the 'frame
and the bracing system is nearly constant and can be predicted by conventional
structural theory (instability effect need not be, considered)
it

4.

In the inelastic range, there is a tendency for the bracing shear to
increase. This is due to the reduction of frame stiffness caused by yielding.
5. Under unsynunetrical gravity loads, the force to .be resisted by the
bracing system' may exceed the applied story shear. Because of the gravity loads
an additional shear of significant magnitude may develop in the columns after
the frame is partially yielded in.an unsymmetrical manner.
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Summary

The

results of an analytical and experimental study on the interaction be-

tween a rigid frame and its internal bracing system are presented. The study
pertains to low multi-story steel frames supjected to combined' gravity load and
Wind. It is shown that the amount of story shear carried by the 'bracing depends
on the relative stiffness of the' bracing to that of the frame. The. ratio between b~acing shear and, frame shear changes ·significantly when the frame is
stressed into the inelastic range.

